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President’s Column

January 2012

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Happy New Year! While not the beginning of the year as far as the
guild is concerned, it is the start of the calendar year and a traditional
time to make a new start, revise, re-think and do better.
For the guild, January marks the last meeting prior to our Annual
General Meeting. As usual, officer and director elections will be held in
February. This year we will elect a new president, secretary and three
members at large. I should mention that Ed Pretty, our current vice
president, has nobly agreed to throw his hat into the president race. As a
result (if he is elected as president) the vice president role will require an
election as well. So far, nobody has indicated a willingness to fill that role.
I encourage each of you to participate in the running of the guild.
Many people are afraid to run as they do not know what the position
involves, and how much of a time commitment they will need to make. I
understand this, as I had the same concerns when I was approached to
become the president, four years ago. However, things have changed
since then. One of the first tasks that the executive addressed during my
tenure was the creation of job descriptions for all the executive positions
(and many other volunteer roles filled by guild members). You can find
those job descriptions at http://www.gvwg.ca/_governance.html
As things currently stand, the time commitment required to participate
on the board is not large as we meet every second month. The rewards
of contributing are huge – and after all, somebody has to do it – why
shouldn’t that person be you? The truth is, a volunteer organization
needs people to step forward and commit so that it can fulfill the
organization’s reason for existence. Without those people, the GVWG
will cease to exist.
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If you want to know more about being on the board of the Guild, talk to
the current members of the executive at the January meeting and look
over the minutes of the executive meeting. Those are located in a binder
in the Guild’s library.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2012 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Bruce Campbell will be demonstrating the
different gouges that we use. He will cover
four gouges - roughing, spindle, detail and
bowl, the uses of each, flute design, sharpening
and the different steel used in their production.

January’s President’s Challenge is
“New Year, New Idea”

Tech Talk Table:
Guest Host, name of host to be announced at
the table.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a critique
of your pieces.
Focus on Fundementals:
Claudia Hayward will demonstrate the skew
chisel: planing, vee grooves, beads, peeling,
end grain, illustrated with a garden tool.

January Food Suppliers:
Chris van Netten, Gerry Vickers, Philip
Wade, David Wagner, John Weir, Bryan
Whitta
February Food Suppliers:
Barry Wilkinson, Des Wilson, Bruce Wood,
Fred Baldwin, John Bell, Marco Berera
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Look Who Is Coming To Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

We start the new year with Alan Carter on
February 4, 2012. Check out his web site to get the
official bio http://alancarterstudio.com/biography
Alan made the transition from two dimension
photorealistic urban landscapes, to designing and
making modern furniture, to his current passion of
designing ultra modern woodturning art.
Follow his home page and see the article on
turning ultra thin stems for goblets and as stands
for many other outstanding pieces. The June 2011
article provides step by step instructions on his
ultra thin stems – check it out and try to make one
before the demo.
As I have only heard from 2 members expressing
interest in the hands-on class with Alan Carter
on February 5th, 2012, this class is not likely to
proceed. You have to understand that when we

book these artists we need to be able to make it
worth their while to give up their home time and
incur costs that are not all reimbursed. If we cannot
fill a class of 5 or 6 participants for them then
they may think twice about the time and value of
coming. These trips are organized several months
in advance and are usually coordinated with other
regional guilds.
The next presenter on Art’s schedule is David
Belser. http://davidbelser.com/about/ David will be
doing a demo for us on March 31st and a hands-on
class the following day. Check out his web site and
I am sure you will be amazed at the breadth of his
creative juices.
Contact Peter McLaren (mclaren47@shaw.ca ) if
you are interested in the class for either Alan Carter
or David Belser.

Alan Carter

David Belser
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GVWG Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell

Photos by Georgette McLaren

Happy New Year everyone and welcome back
after the holidays. I hope they went well for all.
Beading Tools I started our November session by
talking about beading tools. First I showed the two
commercial tools made by Sorby, Crown and others.
There is the center point version and the points-onthe-edges version. Both work but have the limitation
of tearing out the fibers on the tops of the beads.
Ross reported that he can improve the performance
of these specialized scrapers by arranging it as a
drag scraper (cutting edge below center) to make
the finish cut. However, each cutter is for a specific
sized bead so you need several to cover a range of
sizes.
I then presented the tool that Dale Larson
showed me for making beads. It is a 3/8” round
bar with a ½” tall three-sided pyramid ground on
the end. I have used a broken bottom tap, the butt
of a used-up gouge and a long-shank drill bit but
nearly any bar of good steel will work. Grind three
approximately even sides using your standard
sharpening system. Besides being easy to make
this tool can be used on a wide range of bead sizes.
To use, lay out the beads and then use the tool
with one side held flat to make “v” grooves at the
edges of the beads. Then, to form the right side
of the bead arrange the tool so a pyramid face is
vertical on the right side – use the back edge to cut
the bead starting from the top of the groove and
rolling all the way to the bottom. Repeat this action
until the right side of the bead is formed. Then,
reverse the arrangement for the left side.
This style of beading tool is available commercially
but most often is in a 1/2” or 5/8” shank which I
find a little too bulky, especially when turning more
delicate beads. Try making your own from a 1/4” or
3/8” shaft and see how you like it.
Gooseneck Hollowing Tool Jay asked for
advice with the small Sorby gooseneck hollowing
tool. He reported that he got significant vibration
from this ¼” shaft tool. Gooseneck tools are
intended to help get around the corner of smallopening hollow forms but have the significant
disadvantage of having to be supported on the
tool rest behind the curved part of the tool. This
means that right from the start you have 2 or
3 inches of overhang on the tool. That much
overhang using a ¼” round shaft will almost always

give nasty vibration due to flex in the shaft. Martin
suggested that the vibration could be dampened by
placing a small bag of sand on top of the tool but
even this is at best a small help.
In my opinion a much better tool is a straightshaft tool with a small cutter mounted at about 45
degree to the shaft. If this cutter sticks out 1/2-3/4”
then it works very well to reach around the corner
at the start of the project and continues to work
well as you work down the side of the piece. Many
manufactures make such a tool and they work
really well as a “first” hollowing tool. Personally, I
am a fan of Sorby’s multi-tip scrapers as they have
interchangeable tips to go from a classic small cutter
to a larger teardrop shear scraper. And, recently
Sorby has started making a smaller version of the
tool that is great for smaller or more delicate jobs.
Sanding Irregular Pieces. Bruce presented
an interesting problem of how to sand an irregular
shaped piece, especially if it is not the soundest of
woods. Of course, there is always hand-sanding
but all of us would prefer to make the lathe do most
of the work. Everyone agreed that light pressure
is an important factor (for all sanding, actually).
Otherwise, it is a matter of protecting the lead edges
from being over-sanded. A useful suggestion was to
mount the piece on a large backing plate and then
surround it with waste wood leaving as few gaps a
practical. Then, the sandpaper will be supported
right up to the lead edge of the work.
Free-standing Follow-up Ross brought in the
free-standing tool rest that Gregg made and reported
that in spite of its very robust construction there
still was a tendency for it to be pulled toward the
work, especially when making heavier cuts. We
discussed possible modifications that might reduce
this including weighting the base, adding 3 feet to
the unit so it is always solid and adding an outrigger
leg to widen the support. So, for those looking to
make a serious free-standing toolrest, talk to Ross
and Gregg.
Home-Build Thread Cutting Jig Rob surprised
and delighted many of us by presenting his homemade thread-cutting jig. This mounts on the bed
of the lathe and your project (usually a turned box
still being held in your chuck) is threaded on to it
facing toward the headstock. Then Rob uses a
standard Jacobs chuck with a #2 Morse taper in the
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headstock and a wonderfully innovative fly-cutter
made from an Allen key with the short end ground
into a cutter with the right pitch.
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to vibrate free while in use. At best it will ruin your
piece and at worse it could fly out and cause you
serious damage.

This is a hand-build version of commercial
thread cutters – the most popular is made by
Bonnie Klein (http://www.bonnieklein.com/
turning-products-list/threading-jig). Rob’s unit
has an added feature of being able to change the
lead in the unit thus changing the threads-perinch that the unit can cut.
Thanks to Rob for sharing and perhaps we can
get him to do a demo of the unit at a future club
meeting.
WARNING Whenever you arrange the lathe so
that the cutter is in the headstock it is imperative
that you use a draw bar to hold it in place. A draw
bar is a simple piece of continuous threaded rod
(ready-rod) that threads into the back of the Morse
taper and then has a nut on the other end that is
tightened to hold the whole unit together. Failure
to use a draw bar will allow the whole cutting unit

Arghhhh! Firewood
Dennis Cloutier

Another good session Thanks to all who
participated last time. I will be giving the feature
talk in January but I will get someone to act as a
guest host so please bring your tech questions and
answers to our next session.
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Mark Gardner – Demonstration
Jay Mapson

Photos by Peter McLaren

GVWG members attended a demonstration November 12, 2011 by Mark Gardner from North Carolina.
Mark’s signature style includes leaving pronounced tool marks on the piece, later textured, sanded or
coloured. Following are my notes.

Mark’s slide shows a quick insight into his techniques
• Using carving with milk paint to emphasize the carving: Milk paint, then carve to show wood through
the paint
• Chop saw repeatedly brought into the wood for texture
• Tool marks left and carving, texturing and/or colouring applied then sanded to soften the tool marks
• Bases are a challenge and require time

Mark’s 1st Demonstration: A Textured Hollow Vessel with Handles
• Mark uses green wood end grain
• Rough turn vessel shape then draw projected final shape of base and lid onto
the waste mass
• Also project inside leaving 1/4” wall thickness
• Great for measuring when hollowing
• Part with thin parting tool at largest diameter
• Mortise in top section making sure the shoulder is parallel with the lathe bed
• Inside shoulder surface is perfectly flattened to ensure mating of surface to
surface, not point to point
• Drill to depth, then hollow
• Pay close attention to fine cutting the inside surface, using machinists
scraper in a tool holder
• Standard box making techniques
• Discussion of non-archival qualities of CA adhesives
• Make reference marks to ensure accuracy when realigning the top to
the bottom
• Glue top to base (base still in chuck)
• Form the shape of the top
• Clean up the surface with shear scraping cuts
This is why shoulder surfaces must be flat to avoid exposing a glue line
• Define a band for the “handles” ring. Most will be carved away later
Use a contour gauge to ensure that the curve flows from one surface to the other
• Turn off the nub then drill through (open) the hole on top
• Even wall thickness is important because the end grain will be prone to checking
Use goose neck scraper to even up the thickness near the opening
• Turn the inside as thin as desired
• Reverse into a jam chuck (long spigot) tapered,
working it smaller & smaller until it fits
• Use tail stock to line it up with the indent from turning
between centers
• Finalize shape of the base with attention to form
• sanding
• Texture the seam with beads or wire brush or...
(Discussion of wire brushes and wheels)
Use at around 300 rpm (slower speed lets the wires
cut the wood)
• Leave the nub on the base
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Dry the piece before carving and dyeing
Back on the lathe after drying to mark the grid sections (shorter at
narrower diameters, longer at wider)
Lay out the pattern using indexing and hand turning the piece
This is a good time to use the Gardner Pencil Jig 2000 (not available
in stores)
Discussion of how to spiral from the grid layout making them
shallower by connecting intersections
ie: up one, over two, or like a pineapple: up one, over one, or up two,
over one
Draw a pattern and use an engraver
• Pneumatic engraving pen Sioux@enco.com
Discussion of spray finishes in rattle can form - Krylon vs Deft
• Krylon is harder but clouds with some colours
• Deft doesn’t cloud but is not as hard
Discussion of patterns including squares, triangles, wave forms, overlapping circles with hash marks
• Paint the surface then carve through for a negative effect
• Texturing with the teeth of a bandsaw blade (one direction then rotate 90 degree and repeat)
• Chainsaw clamped on its side, drag the piece BACKWARDS over the running blade (planing)
This process may be hazardous. User discretion is strongly advised
• Power sanding circles that overlap to form many facets
Reciprocating carving
• Discussion of bits - check Flex Cut for good ones
• Practice practice practice
• Preload with finger to start the hammering action
• Flex Cut has a handle for their bits which is great to hold the bit for sharpening
Use a small Japanese type handsaw to define primary shape of handles
• Flat chisel to refine the shape
• Flex Cut type carving tool for a finished surface, no sanding needed
Discussion of grain orientation with regard to hand carving
Discussion & demo of honing with buffers
• the Flex Cut kit & the home made system
• Three or four discs of MDF glued & screwed together, turned for various profiles and charged with
honing compound, mounted to a sacrificial faceplate
• One more disc, larger than the rest to permit honing long blades of knives bolted to the rest
Discussion of Fiebings leather dyes http://www.fiebing.com/Dyes.aspx
• check shoe repair shops
• alcohol based
• dries really fast
• really thin
• flows everywhere

Mark’s 2nd Demonstration: A Multi Axis Bowl
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three axes
Start with a laminated cube (6x6x6)
Use 3/4” waste block between two blocks of dry wood 2-5/8”
First axis is end grain facing the turner
Make it cylindrical. Flat true cylinder
Tool marks are ok for later painting & sanding back
Use the Gardner Pencil Jig 2000 to mark horizontally
Measure to divide length in half
Rotate 90 degree
Second axis cuts spindle grain direction
Turn a cylinder again
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The previous center marks will get turned away
• Mark the cut line at center
• Bandsaw the blank into two
• Make a curved jig using two 2x4s arranged in
an X shape
a. Use a compass to define the curve
b. Cut on the bandsaw
c. Masking tape protects the surface of the
blank
• Balance to the glue line, not the cut line (cut
line may be wonky)
• Use hot glue to adhere the blank to the jig
Remove one of the double cut 2x4s & apply
hot glue
Don’t spare the glue

FOF November 2011

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find center of bowl blank corner to corner
Faceplate with large diameter birch plywood
Use tailstock to center the blank to the plywood
Predrill & screw the 2x4s to the plywood
Predrilling makes the screw sink into the 2X4,
not push it away
Use other dimensions, shapes, etc to create
different shapes
Move the blank off center, balance by adding
weights to the plywood
Turn away the waste block then hollow away
Smooth even cut all the way from top to bottom
Don’t pull the gouge out to change position on
tool rest. This will result in a bump every time
Reverse on plywood disc to add a small foot

Murray Mackinnon

In November, Gerry Vickers demonstrated basic
cuts with a detail spindle gouge (beads and coves)
and created a top, resplendent with chatterwork and
colouring along the lines of those in Bonnie Klein’s
book Classic Woodturning Projects. After the demo,
Gerry assisted three new turners in learning how to
handle the spindle gouge, which was encouraging
to see.
Last year, FOF was themed around turning forms
(finial, box, bowl, etc.), so to avoid repetition, this
year will initially centre on basic tools (skew chisel,

bowl gouge, etc.). As well the sessions will be
slightly more structured with the first part of each
being a review of basic tool operations, illustrated
with a very simple project. The second part will be
open for questions and provide an opportunity for
beginners to try some of what has been shown. So
with the assistance of the video clips on basic tool
operations on the Guild’s web site, beginners should
be able to develop some of these skills at home.

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

The purpose of this monthly segment is to stimulate ideas and thoughts about the direction of your
turnings, whether to introduce to you new designs, techniques, or tools. Since its inception in 1986, the
Center for Art in Wood, formerly the Wood Turning Center, has been widely recognized by artists,
collectors, scholars and the public as one of the most valuable resources for the education, preservation
and promotion of the field of art made from wood. The Center currently houses over 850 permanent
collection objects, 25,000 artist files, and annually mounts 4-5 exhibitions of new work and museum
collection objects. It stages an 8-week annual International Turning Exchange (ITE) residency program for
artists, scholars and photojournalists, and has in-depth education and outreach programs.
I recommend that you take time to explore this site http://www.centerforartinwood.org/ to familiarize
yourself with the wealth of resources offered. Then I urge you to review the ‘Collection’ (tab). The More
Random Images bar (at the bottom of that page) presents a different mix of pieces with each entry. When
you see something that tickles your fancy, click on the image and then click on “Full data” to see the name
of the artist and other details. When I was doing this, I kept a separate window open to do searches on
the various artists of interest and then saved them in my Favorites – adding to a long list of sites to surf
in more detail at a future time. With the breadth of this collection I am confident that every guild member
will find some new idea to stimulate at least one new piece. Perhaps this will help with Kerry’s President’s
Challenge for January: New Year, New Idea.
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Now THAT’S a gouge
Ed Pretty

Sounds like something Crocodile Dundee would
have said if he was a wood turner.
My Grandfather was a turner and we had his huge
lathe in the shop upstairs in our barn. I rescued it
about 20 years ago from the eventual demise of the
weather torn barn. It’s now well over 100 years old
and still operational, although I use it only rarely.
I also have two gouges and a skew (sharpened
straight across) that he used as well.
Recently I was contacted by email through the
GVWG guild website by Robert Walton of Robert
Sorby Tools in England. He was searching for
any magazines, periodicals and retail outlets in
Canada that he didn’t have on his list. His list was
obviously pretty complete because I couldn’t offer
him anything he wasn’t already aware of. While I
“had him on the line” I mentioned that I had some
Sorby turning tools that were at least 100 years old.
He said he would be interested in seeing them, so I
sent him these and other photos showing him what
I had. I am still amazed sometimes at our ability to
communicate around the world like that.
He replied saying that he hoped that I wouldn’t be
disappointed but that they weren’t actually Robert
Sorby tools. They were in fact made by I&H Sorby
who was actually another member of the Sorby
family who also produced edge tools. They weren’t
in business that long and were absorbed by Robert
Sorby. How could I be disappointed since they were
obviously relatively rare?
Robert was very kind and sent me a wee
pamphlet on the history of the Robert Sorby
Company that included a little bit about I&H Sorby. I
am always in awe of old world countries and their
rich history, records of which predate the formation
of our own country.

2 1/2” and 1” gouges and 2” skew (sharpened straight
across). Note the lathe: 16” by 10’ capacity.

I&H Sorby

A big “Thank You” to Robert Walton of Robert
Sorby Tools. For perspective, the tools are
displayed on my grandfather’s large lathe that I
salvaged from the elements in a crumbling barn.
The large gouge is also displayed on my Jet mini
lathe just for an even more interesting perspective. I
can assure you that it takes a real man to handle a
real gouge like that.
Big lathe, little lathe, big gouge.
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Risky Business

An Overview of
the Safety and Health Risks in Woodturning
Neva Hilliard

The first documented history of woodturning
dates back to the 3rd century BC. By the 13th
century AD more information became available and
since the mid part of the last century, information
about woodturning, and especially safety and
health issues, has exploded. Worldwide, much
has been written about the safety and health risks
for woodturners. If you ‘Google’ the topic you get
over five million hits. Notwithstanding, The Greater
Vancouver Woodturners Guild Newsletter has
covered this subject well over the years. If you go
to www.gvwg.ca you will find on the left hand side
of the home page the subject - Safety. It provides
a wide range of references including the American
Association of Woodturners web page which also
has many useful references. However, it is a new
year and a reminder that we can enjoy woodturning
as long as we are mindful of the dangers, to be able
to avoid accidents and remain healthy, is not a bad
idea.
Yes, there are many guidelines published by many
experts, guilds, associations and individual turners
on safety in the workshop. When you read all this
you wonder if you should be woodturning at all. If
you follow everything that is recommended your
work shop will be dysfunctional and if you wear all
the safety equipment recommended you will be
immobile and, in fact, a safety risk! However, it is
not OK to be light hearted in these things because,
be assured, injury and death have occurred to
our colleagues while woodturning. We all have
stories of being cut by our tools, sustaining a bruise
or abrasion while preparing our wood or having
aches and pains while in an awkward, sustained
position. In the March 2008 (Volume 10, Issue 6)
of our newsletter, a guild member tells us he had
the tendons of his right hand severed when a bowl
he was turning flew off the lathe. This required
extensive surgery and prolonged rehabilitation. I am
not sure if he has been left with a residual disability
and whether or not he has been able to return
to turning. We have seen the evidence of other
serious injuries in our colleagues such as facial
scars caused by a stray piece of wood or wood chip
because of not wearing a full face shield. There are
many stories of ‘near misses’ which should not be
happening!
Thank goodness fatalities in woodturning are rare

but it does occur. I was told of an individual who
was using his grinder to sharpen his gouge when
the grinding wheel blew up and with tremendous
force hit him in the chest causing death. In the
August 2011 issue of the American Woodturner,
Journal of the American Association of Woodturners,
appeared a memoriam for woodturner, Joan Gilmer
Kelly, an experienced and very talented woodturner.
Ms. Kelly died on May 17, 2011 as a result of an
accident that occurred while she was turning wood.
In this memoriam there was no mention of the cause
of how such a horrific accident occurred so I took
the opportunity to call the AAW. The representative
I spoke to advised that her family did not wish this
information made public and, therefore, out of
respect I will not speculate. I was referred to the
web site of her guild, The Mid-South Woodturners
Guild (MSWG), Memphis, TN. Since this tragic
accident the MSWG has developed a Lathe Safety
Check List which they recommend every woodturner
print out, laminate, and hang near the lathe in a
“clearly visible position”.
Safety in woodturning is not a subject to be taken
lightly. If you operate mechanized equipment such
as a lathe and all the other equipment involved in
turning wood, it is imperative that safety be your first
priority. Please spend time to familiarize yourself
with some of the many publications available
through the GVWG web site and other resources
through the internet. In researching this article
I reviewed multiple papers and guidelines. The
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and
Safety (www.ccohs.ca), Canada’s national resource
for occupational health and safety, has guidelines for
woodturning lathes as does numerous associations
and woodturning guilds throughout the world. A
summary of the recommendations that they all have
in common is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always wear an approved face shield when
turning – not eye protection alone
Have proper work shop ventilation
Always use respiratory protection, especially
when sanding
Do not wear jewelry or loose clothing and
always tie back long hair
Ensure your equipment is regularly maintained
and in good working order
Ensure the electrical components are working
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properly and there are no sparks
Ensure there are no oily rags or excessive
shavings or debris which could be a fire risk
• Always keep your work area clean and free of
clutter
• Always work with sharp tools
• Ensure your blank is securely mounted
• Always rotate the blank by hand, one full
rotation, before turning on the lathe
• Always check lathe speed before turning on
your lathe
• Always follow lathe speed guidelines (the
diameter of the blank in inches times the lathe
speed should be between 6000 and 9000 rpm)
• Start with a slow speed and increase according
to the guidelines when the work piece is
balanced
• Always stop your lathe before adjusting the tool
rest
• Use the tool for what it was designed for; use
the right tool for the right task
• Never leave your lathe turning unattended
There are many health risks in turning wood and
there is much written about it, especially wood
dust and respiratory disease. All wood dust is a
primary irritant to the respiratory tract and will cause
nasal and lung irritation depending on the particle
size. Those with pre-existing lung disease, such
as chronic obstructive lung disease, are at greater
risk for aggravation of their condition if exposed
to wood dust. Wood dust can cause drying and
irritation of the skin and aggravate pre-existing skin
conditions such as eczema. Wood dust will also
cause eye irritation and if you wear contacts the dust
particle can get under the lens and cause a corneal
abrasion. Some wood contains resins and other
substances which are called sensitizers and will
cause an allergic reaction when you are exposed,
especially with repeated or prolonged exposure. In
the November, 2009 issue of the GVWG newsletter
(www.gvwg.ca/docs/Articles/Woodtoxicity.htm)
you will find an excellent overview of wood toxicity
with a list of woods and a ranking of potential
health risks for the skin and respiratory system.
Exposure to fine particulate wood dust from trees
that are known to be sensitizers such as Western
Red Cedar and teak can cause asthma. If you
develop asthma you then become more susceptible
for primary lung irritation or ‘twitchy airways’ when
exposed to general ambient dust, thus putting
you at risk for having to give up woodturning
altogether. Apart from primary wood dusts some
woods contain fungus known as spalting. Fungus
•
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can cause infection or allergic reaction. In a recent
GVWG newsletter a colleague told us about his
development of maple bark disease caused by
the fungal spores of Cryptostroma corticale, which
caused an allergic lung condition. As a result he
had to stop woodturning after many years and sell
all his equipment.
In 1997 the International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC – world recognized scientific
expertise on cancer) declared all wood dust to be
a Group 1 carcinogen to humans. This means that
there is sufficient scientific evidence that chronic
exposure to high levels of any wood dust, not just
hardwood, will cause nasosinus cancer. This cancer
has a long latency – time from exposure to disease
– meaning that from the time of exposure you may
not develop the cancer for 15 to 30 years. You
may have had high exposure for several years and
then took measures to minimize your exposure but
that does not mitigate the risk of possible cancer
years from now. Therefore, right from the beginning
of woodturning, eliminate or reduce to as low as
reasonably possible any exposure to wood dust. A
workshop dust collection system and a personal
respirator are critical to reducing your exposure.
There is much discussion about the various types
of dust collection systems, the bottom line is, try
to collect dust before it becomes airborne. As this
is difficult to do, always wear a respirator when
exposed to fine dust particulates. There are many
types of respirators ranging from a paper mask to a
full face unit with filtered air. At the very least a good
paper mask should be used, preferably an N95 type
mask to ensure that fine particulates are captured.
Don’t forget that other things we use in the
course of turning and finishing can cause skin and
respiratory health problems. Things that we use on
a regular basis such as cyanoacrylate (CA) glues,
oils, pigments, formaldehyde containing substances
and many more are known sensitizers and primary
irritants. They can cause allergic or irritant
dermatitis and solvents can cause neurological
problems. Aniline dyes, used for coloring wood, is
a known carcinogen and will cause kidney cancer.
When using these substances always use in a
well ventilated area and use respiratory and skin
protection.
There are other health concerns related to
woodturning. Physical health risk factors are
also very important. Good body posture is often
difficult to achieve with woodturning as we often
find ourselves in an awkward, sustained bending
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forward position. This can cause muscle strain in
the neck and back muscles. As we get older we are
all prone to degenerative changes in our spine and
such awkward postures will aggravate our spine and
cause pain. This can be a distraction for us when
turning and for some individuals with significant
arthritis of the spine may cause them to give up
turning all together. Most woodturners turn standing
(although smaller lathes will allow for sitting) and
this can cause discomfort for those with hip, knee
or ankle conditions. If you hold your hand tools
too tightly or in awkward positions for a sustained
period of time you could develop wrist and forearm
tendonitis or carpel tunnel syndrome (a condition
affecting the nerves of the hand and fingers). In
preparation for turning do a few warm-up exercises
to prepare them for the tasks you require of them.
Do not turn for long periods without taking a break
and do a few stretches for your arms, legs and back.
Being physically fit is not only good for a long life but
it also prepares you for woodturning for as long as
you wish.
Noise is a physical risk to your hearing. When
exposed for a prolonged period to noisy equipment
use hearing protection. Ear plugs or ear muffs with
industrial standard certification should be worn.
Some full face respirators incorporate hearing
protection in their design. A rule of thumb is – if
you have to shout to have someone hear you when
the equipment is running, it is too loud and hearing
protection should be worn.
It is critical that you maintain good mental and
emotional health if you plan to turn wood. You are
working with dangerous, moving equipment and
focus and concentration is paramount to being safe
and working safely. A lapse in your concentration
can be fatal. Therefore, do not turn if you are tired.
There will always be another day. Do not turn if you
have had alcohol or any drug that can impair your
cognitive function and delay your reflex response.
This includes the use of opiate drugs such as
Tylenol with Codeine. Other types of prescribed
drugs such as antidepressants, anti-anxiety drugs or
sleeping pills are very common and should be used
with caution. Generally, if you have been prescribed
one of these types of drugs it will take 4 to 6 weeks
for your body to ‘acclimatize’ to the side effects, then
you should be OK. However, there are many types
of drugs with many side effects and the best thing
is to discuss the safety risks with your doctor before
you start turning after taking them. It goes without
saying that street drugs including marijuana should
never be used. Apart from being illegal they will
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impair cognitive function such as decision making
and cause reflex delay. Studies have shown that
these effects can last up to 72 hours after use.
Your mental state or mood can impact your ability
to turn safely. Do not turn if you are depressed,
angry or anxious. Your concentration will be
affected and that is when accidents occur. If you are
having a ‘bad day’ and the woodturning is just not
going as it should, stop, have a break, or leave your
project for another day. You will find that things will
get better.
Do not allow yourself to be distracted while your
lathe is running and you are turning. Teach your
family and friends about the dangers involved so
they will not distract or surprise you when you are
turning.
Lastly, remember about the safety and health of
the user of the piece that you have turned. Be sure
to use finishes that will be appropriate for its use,
do not use toxic finishes if the piece is designed to
hold food. Be mindful how the piece will be handled
to ensure it will not be a physical hazard to the end
user, for example, a toy for a small child.
In conclusion, woodturning is an enjoyable hobby
and for some, an enjoyable profession. If we
practice good common sense, know our tools, know
the risks associated with their use and use them
safely, the occurrence of accidents, injuries and
illness will be minimized. I encourage you to always
think about safety and health as you enter your
workshop, have a safety checklist to review before
you get started, maintain good health practices and
you will enjoy your craft for as long as you choose.
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President’s Challenge “Something that showcases the grain of the wood”

John Spitters - Candy Dish with Three Feet
8x1 in - Quilted Maple - Wipe On Poly and Dye

Gerry Ciriani - Bowl - 9x1 in - Maple - Danish Oil

Kees Hof - Plate - 8x1 in - Denim Pine - Beeswax

Gerry Ciriani - Bowl - 12x1 in - Maple - Danish Oil

Tom Byrom - Bowl - 6x5 in - Cherry - Clapham

John Spitters - Hollow Form - 4x4 in
Figured Maple - Wipe On Poly and Dye
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President’s Challenge - cont’d

Ted MacKinnon - Bowl - 5x2 in
Maple - Walnut Oil

Ross Pilgrim - Platter - 13x1 in
Black Locust - Tung Oil

Peter McLaren - Square Dish 1 and 2
10x6 in - Maple - Minwax Antigue Oil

Lance Rossington - Candle Holders
2x8 in - Sumac - Rub On Poly

Merv Graham- Bowl - 5x2 in - Black Locust
Tung oil under Acrylic

Phil Vetra - Hollow Form - 5x4 in
Maple - India Ink Poly Lacquer
Tom Byrom - Bowl - 6x4 in - Cherry - Clapmans
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President’s Challenge - cont’d

Anne Rostrig - Candy Dish - 6x1 in
Maple - Wipe On Poly

Allan Cusworth - Vase
4x9 in - Red Cedar
Unfinished Work in Progress

Bruce Hodgson - Out of the Fire (Winged Platter)
12x3 in - Manzanita - Tung Oil
Beverley Pears - Platter - 9x1 in- Figured Maple Burl
India Ink, Yellow Dye, Mahogany Stain, Tung Oil

Bill Cobb - Bowl - 9x6 in - Cherry - Tung Oil and Poly

Bruce Campbell - Coloured Balls and Base
Ash Balls and Maple Platter - Oil Finish on Platter
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President’s Challenge - cont’d

Colin Delory - Hollow Form
2x2 in - Antique Oil

Dennis Houle - Vase - 6x8 in
Spalted Maple - Wipe On Poly

Ed Pretty - Footed Bowl 10x2 in Quilted Big Leaf Maple - Wipe On Poly
Gary Burns - Three Pens
Figured Maple - Lad and Felts

Des Wilson - Ikebana - 11x3 in - Maple - Poly

Ed Pretty - Hollow Form - 5x7 in
Big Leaf Maple Burl - Wipe On Poly

Keith Hudson - Footed Plate - 9x1 in
Figured Maple - Shellawax
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Turning 101

Chris Gorton - Tool Handle

Dan Moleschi - Tool Handle - 8 in
Maple - Bartley Gel Varnish

Turning 101

Gerry Vickers
January 28, Saturday
Commences:
9:00 AM
Project:
Potpourri Box
February 25, Saturday
Commences:
9:00 AM
Project:
Sharpening
Cost
$40.00 if using club Lathe
$35.00 if using your own Lathe
Registrants for January’s class to be
prepaid by the January 25th regular
meeting. Register early to guarantee
a club lathe.

Art Rock - Tool Handle - 1x8 in
Maple - Sanded and Burnished
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Instant Gallery

Phil Wade - Hollow Form - 5x5 in
Beech - Danish Oil

Peter McLaren - Hollow Disc
7x2 in - Maple - Tung Oil

Neil Elmer - Salad Bowl - 11x3 in
Maple - Salad Bowl

Neil Elmer - Xmas Ornament
2x6 in - Maple, Cocobolo
Paint, Krylon clear, EEE

Merv Graham- Bowl -Vivkis Tree 6x2 in - Maple - Tung Oil
Merv Graham- Ornaments - Various x 6 in Hut Friction Polish
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Instant Gallery

Merv Graham- Bowl - 8x3 in Black Locust Tung Oil under Acrylic

Maarten Meerman - Xmas decoration
Cherry, Oak - Turners Polish

Larry Stevenson - Hollow Form - 5x4 in - Maple
Acrylics, Krylon, 11 secret herbs and spices

Merv Graham- Bowl - 6x2 in
Honey Locust - Tung Oil

Maarten Meerman - Icicle - 1x6 in
Walnut - Turners Polish

Keith Hudson - Offset Funnel
9x3 in - Birch - Mineral Oil
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Instant Gallery

Keith Hudson - Candle Holder - 7x2 in
Maple Burl - Mineral Oil

John Spitters - Hollow Form - 5x7 in
Spalted Figured Maple with Walnut Collar
Wipe On Poly and Dye

John Spitters - Hollow Form - 6x10 in
Ash - Wipe On Poly and Dye

Maarten Meerman - Butter Knives - 3/4x5 in
Maple - Wax

John Spitters - Large Maple Bowl - 14x6 in
Big Leaf Maple - Wipe On Poly

Maarten Meerman - Hair Pins - 1/4x6 in
Walnut - Turners Polish
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Instant Gallery

John Spitters - Candy Dish - 9x1 in
Maple - Wipe On Poly

Jim Johnson - Platter - 15 in - Cherry
Wipe On Poly, Acrylic, Alcohol Dyes

Ed Pretty - Hollow Form - 4x7 in
- Fiddle Back Big Leaf Maple and
Black Walnut - Wipe On Poly

Ed Pretty - Re-purposed Chocolate Covered
Cranberry Containers - 4x4x10 - Not Wood - Buffed

Dennis Houle - Natural Edge Platter - 16x1 in Douglas Fir Burl - Wipe On Poly

Jim Johnson - Platter and Hollow Form14 in Platter, 6 in Hollow form - Maple
Satin Wipe On Poly, Acrylic, Alcohol Dyes
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Instant Gallery

Bruce Hodgson - Bowl - 11x3 in
Maple Burl - Wipe On Poly
Bruce Campbell - Split Box - 1x4x4 in
Red Gum, Arbutus - Water based Poly

Dennis Houle - Salad Bowl and Tongs - 16x6 in
Maple - Wipe On Poly outside, Walnut Oil,
Claphams Beeswax inside

Dennis Houle - Natural Edge Bowl - 9x3 in
Birch - Wipe On Poly

Bruce Hodgson - Three Footed Vase Form - 7x8 in
Cherry - Tung Oil, Buff, Claphams

Dennis Houle - Natural Edge Bowl - 15x3 in
Cedar Burl - Wipe On Poly
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Instant Gallery

Bruce Campbell - Serving Turntable - 18x3 in English Walnut - WOP

Bruce Campbell - Red Flask - 3x6 in
Maple - Ink, Water Based Poly

Beverley Pears - Candle Holders and Candles
Holders 7x2 in, Candles 8x1
Maple and Green Holly
Aniline Dye, Crystal Coat, Spray Lacquer

Bill Cobb - Bowl - 9x6 in - Maple Burl
Tung Oil and Poly

Beverley Pears - Lidded Box Xmas Bell
3x2 in Maple Burl
Walnut Stain and Carnauba Wax

Beverley Pears - Christmas Bell Ornaments
2x3 in - Figured Maple - Tung Oil
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Classifieds
For Sale
•

Green (and very wet) maple blocks with
figure and colour
• The blocks measure approximately 14 in. W
x 18 in. L x 6 - 7 in. Thick
• Some smaller and some larger.
• Perfect bowl blanks or can be cut to
whatever you want
• $25.00 each
Contact Claudia, lilkat26@ gmail.com
A few items for sale
1. Craftsman 45 Litre wet/dry vacuum cleaner
(I bought a smaller one for my little shop)
Model 09-29540 4.0 HP, 150 cfm air flow
with accessories; includes the optional
Fines Filter
$20.00
2. Band Saw Blade: 1/8” x 93.5”Long, 14 tpi
($15.50 new at Busy Bee)
$5.00
3. Band Saw Blade: 3/16” x 93.5”Long, 10 tpi
$5.00
4. Band Saw Blade: 3/8” x 93.5”Long, 6 tpi
$5.00
5. Band Saw Blade: 1/2” x 93”Long, 4 tpi (Tuff
Tooth from R&D Bandsaws)
$10.00
Contact: Allan Cusworth 604-534-6223
email acusworth@telus.net
Turning Tools For Sale
There will be a host of turning tools for sale at our
meeting in January
•
•
•
•
•

Bowl Gouges
Scrapers
Hollow turning tools
Beading tools
Sorbey and more

All tools will be tagged for sale at half their value
If you plan to participate in this sale bring CASH
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